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1. Relevance of the problem.
The problem concerning sustain,able development in the agricultural sector is undoubtedlya topical issue, which in recent years has increar"J iir irportance, both for individual countriesand globally' Specifically, the development of viticulture in the Republic of Northern Macedoniaover the past decade has developed.in the spirii oiilimonization with the requirements of thecommon Agricultural Policy of the EU and there are ciear changes related to restructuring wine

Sirt#;,t jlffi:,:;:nvineyards, winefication contror ,no ,or" rn this sense, r find the topic

2' Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.The doctoral student has formulated precisely and objectively the research goal, tasks andconceptual thesis of the dissertation, vvlr rrrv rsr=(

The reseattl 
l?llgdology used in the dissertation is diverse and includes: holistic-integrated approach, .9wol ,r-rlyst, systematic and graphical analysis, index method, multi-criteria expert evaluations f99.us gtorp method, ,rrr.i, statistical techniques and others. lt isfully consistent with the possibiritie"s for proof of the formurated thesis.

3' Visualization and presentation of the obtained resutts.ln structural terms, the p'resented scientific work consists or an introduction, threechapters' a conclusion, a list of references and appendices. The dissertation is developed in avolume of 139 pages, of which 126 are the main tLit. ft,. study is illustrated with 34 figures (32of which were developed by the author and the rest are cited), 13 tables in the exposition and asignificant number of unnumbered in the appendix 
- - -

4. Discussion of the resurts and used riterature.
The main result of the study is the developmeni-or a holistically integrated system ofindicators' allowing to assess the quantitative sustainable development of viticulture in the



Republic of Northern Macedonia, The application of the integrated methodology assesses theimpact of production and management activities of farms onlhe environment, social relations,economic indicators and institutional conditions, but also reveals regional differences, featuresexisting between farms, differentiated by legal siatus and size.
The presented dissertation is a compl-ete, in-depth monographic study of the possibilitiesfor sustainable development of viticulture in ihe nep'uolic of Northern Macedonia. For thispurpose, the doctoral student has performed a significant bibliographic review of theoretical andresearch publications. A total of 106 publicationsin English are listed in the list of used literature

sources.

5. Scientific Contributions.
At the end of the abstract, doctoral student Maria Dukoska has attached a reference inwhich she synthesizes the results of her dissertation to five findings with the nature of scientificand scientific - applied contributions.

Scientific contributions

the sustainable development of viticulture in Northern Macedonia.

Scientific and applied contributions

components (pillars);

been identified,

toenilIted.
I accept the contributions referred to above as reliable, real and proven in the dissertation.

6. Critical remarks and questions.
It is incorrectly written in table g of tne abstract "multiple regression" instead of ,,correlation

coefficients", also incorrectly is used "Correlation coefficient R2" instead of ,,Coefficients 
ofdetermination R2".

The names of the coefficients for asymmetry and kurtosis are incorrecly named as
,,[3TerreHocr" and " Kbprocl4c" in the abstractforall tables (Tables 4,5,6,T andg) containingindicators of descriptive statistics.

The names of mode, kurtosis and rank are wrong written in the dissertation in English forall tables (tables 4, 5, 6, 7 and B) containing indicators"of descriptive statistics. Instead of mode(the statistical concept of value with the hr:ghest empiiicat frequency) is used fashion, whichmeans fashion as style, instead of rank (ran[, scope of variationy is uieo *iong coverage, etc.

-On 
the page f3 of the abstract, the calculated values of the coefficients of determination

R2 in Table g (Results of the factor correlation analysis for the individual pillars of stability) arequite low (varying between 0.10 and 0.20).
Are these results statistically signlficant and can they be used for reliable conclusions?
What is the economic meaning of the indicator "adapted R2,, used in iaOf e gf

7. Published articles and citations
A total of g publications for the period 2014 - 2019 were presented. Seven of them werepublished in the Republic of Northern Macedonia, and the other two at scientific forums in the
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